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It's paint season, and we’re seeing bold new colors all over town. But, people are also doing interior projects, too,
and members have been reaching out to share their restoration stories. In this issue, we have several stories to share.
First, Astoria Vintage Hardware details its history and new home at the Morton Nelson Building. Then, LCPS
board member Richard Winn tells us of his adventures restoring the hardwood floors of his 1903 Colonial Revival.
You’ll also read about Lauri Serafin’s experience using the embossed wallpaper, Anaglypta.
Do you have a restoration project of your own? We'd love to hear all about it!

On July 21st, we celebrated the 80th anniversary of Ebba
Wicks receiving her Oregon architecture license by
examination--the first woman to do so!--by taking LCPS
members on a downtown Astoria walking tour to explore some
of the local buildings Ebba and her associates designed.
Perhaps the highlight of this event was being given access to the
second floor of the US Bank building, which provided a new
angle of appreciation for the design. Thanks to the professional
tour guide, member, and volunteer, Eric Wheeler, we plan to
offer more walking tours during summer and fall.
Topics in Preservation events are back! So don't forget to mark
your calendars for the third Wednesday of every month. We
started our programming in June with "Eyes on the Ground,"
a presentation and walking tour about vault lights, horse rings,
and sidewalk stamps hosted by Astronemis Ray. In July, Brian
Pietrowski presented the ins and outs of maintaining wood
windows. Join us for upcoming Topics, including exploring
what you can expect to find when you peel back the exterior
layers of your home (think removing vinyl siding) by restoration
expert Wade Freitag and a deep dive into the architectural
history of banks.

Topics in Preservation is back!
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You may have noticed recent changes at the former J.C. Penney on
Commercial Street. Astoria Vintage Hardware has moved from the Maki
Building on Marine Drive into the historic Morton Nelson Building at 1343
Commercial. Their transition became official with their grand opening on
May 25th, when they first invited the community into their new home. Since
then, they have continued to adjust to and improve the new location and have
exciting plans to restore the south facade of the building.

Astoria Vintage Hardware began 13 years ago when founders Becky Johnson
and Paul Tuter met at a flea market. Seeing a need in the community for
salvaged pieces, architectural parts, and vintage hardware, the duo decided

to collaborate, combining her background in upholstery and his experience in furniture building. Finding beauty in old
things began for Johnson in her grandparents' house. This inspiration transformed her
own home into a flagship model for upcycling and repurposing projects as a way to
showcase the possibilities of blending old with new. This sensibility has since become
a staple of Astoria, even as the business has changed locations over the years.

In addition to furniture and decor, Vintage Hardware sells lighting, sinks, hardware,
windows, doors, and more. Before Johnson and Tuter opened their first store here in
Astoria, Portland was the closest place to hunt for some of these salvaged materials.

A stroll through Astoria Vintage Hardware is like exploring a museum of exhibits and
installations. Each twist and turn takes you into a pocket of a tiny living room or
dining room, or salon, providing a glimpse into the potential of each piece of
furniture and decor. This successful curation is the work of employee Jen Hufnagel,
who specializes in interior design and holds a BFA from Savannah College of Art and
Design. Her vision is to create an engaging experience for customers.

Employee, Holland Herbert, joined the team shortly after moving to the area. Her dream was to live in an old Victorian in
a small, walkable town. Astoria Vintage Hardware became her go-to place while designing the interior of her new home.
With a computer science background, Herbert helped set up an upgraded point of sale system. Now, her primary focus is
facilitating the Oregon Mainstreet Revitalization Grant, awarded in 2019, to restore the Duane Street facade. Work will
commence this fall after review by the Historic Landmarks Commission.

Astoria Vintage Hardware has become a trading post for the local
community's materials, ideas, and memories. Ninety-eight percent
of the goods they sell are from Clatsop or Pacific counties. As a
result, serendipitous connections between the store, the customers,
and the merchandise is commonplace. When customers run across
an item from their past in the store, the space momentarily
transforms into an expansive, public, and yet personal time capsule.

Johnson believes that things find people and that as these items travel from person to person - each piece embodies energy
carried from its last home to its future home. This reverence for memory, energy, and material reuse is present in the
repurposing of the Morton Nelson Building. Locals have fond memories of J.C. Penney and have welcomed the adaption
with warmth and encouragement.

Astoria Vintage Hardware is always looking for antiques and historic furniture. If you have an item you would like to sell,
contact Becky Johnson at astoriavh@gmail.com or 503-325-1313.

Astoria Vintage Hardware Moves to the Morton Nelson Building
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LCPS Lending Library
Check out these two handy
guides for Historic Home diy!

Old Windows In Depth:

The Complete Window Restoration Handbook

By Scott Austin Sidler

Ready to get started on
restoring those historic wood
double hung windows, but
don’t know where to begin?
This terrific handbook was
made for both DIY beginners
and intermediate craftspeople
alike. It starts by covering the
basics of window anatomy and the safety precautions to
take when working on your windows. You can then dive
into tutorials for removal , sanding, glazing, and painting,
then installation. Part II takes readers into the nitty gritty
details from glass to paint to putty and more. Written by
the author of the website www.thecraftsmanblog.com,
this handy guide will get you started on window repair
and maintenance in no time!

Caring For Your Old House:

A Guide For Owners and Residents

By Judith L. Kitchen

An old house is an old house is
an old house. Or is it? This
book is a comprehensive guide
to getting started with getting to
know all about old houses along
with the ins and outs of historic
preservation. In it you will be
primed on the Secretary of
Interior’s Standards for

Rehabilitation, architectural styles, and criteria for the
National Register of Historic Places. From there, the
book is broken down into two sections: exteriors and
interiors. This handy guide will get you started on
understanding how to conduct basic inspections and
what to expect with repairs. You will also learn about
energy conservation and money saving tips.

Individual
Category

Lucien Swerdloff
Retired coordinator & Instructor for
the HP and CAD programs at CCC

and LCPS Board Member!

Commercial
Category
The Merwyn
1067 Duane st

Residential
Category
644 31st

Congratulations to the 2022
Dr. Harvey Award Winners!
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In October 2021, my wife and I started the preservation and restoration of our turn-of-the-century Colonial Revival house
in the Shively McClure district. We’re not skilled craftspeople, but we’re happy to do all of the non-skilled work such as
demolition, cleanup, fetching, carrying, and frequent runs to City Lumber. As with any building preservation, we have a
list of projects that need doing, and the sequence of these tasks is often determined by the availability of craftspeople,
materials, and often favorable weather.

Refinishing our hardwood floors was on our list, as there were a few areas that needed obvious repairs even before
removing floor coverings but we’d been unable to find a local vendor who would take on the job and work with us. We’d
basically parked this job, while we started repairs to the kitchen ceiling. Then, out of the blue, the phone rang and friends,
also renovating their historical home, connected us with a team out of Bend that specializes in the repair and refinishing
of vintage hardwood floors, and they were open to us doing the prep work.

In anticipation of their arrival, my wife and I removed close to a ton of material
from the floors, including a 1980s cheap terracotta tile floor installed on top of the
hardwood in the kitchen, and carpets that had been stuck, nailed and stapled to the
hardwoods on the stairs landing and in the living room. We also gutted the kitchen
so that the hardwoods hidden under the 1960s cabinets could be finished. Taking a
breather one afternoon, we counted 10 different paints, none of which covered an
entire room - it made no sense, but Jackson Pollack jokes were plenty! Less amusing
were the holes, dips, and shoddy repairs that started revealing themselves.

The refinishing team arrived about a week later, we did a walkthrough and
identified some obvious repairs needed. We’d already emptied the house of most of
the furniture and stored it in our basement, so we decided to do a single pass with
heavy grit paper (with all the safety stuff needed when dealing with old paint) to get

a clear overview of any and all issues. The
results were very much “good news, but bad news.” The good news was that most
of the floors were in pretty decent shape under all the gunge. The flooring was
center cut, vertical grain, old growth Douglas Fir tongue and groove plank - a
material common in this area at the turn of the century - but they don’t make “old
growth fir” anymore and it was increasingly apparent that we needed material for
repairs and patches. We did, however, manage to find a couple of salvaged floor
boards/planks that matched our flooring in a friend's “salvaged timber library.”
This was probably enough material for our repairs, but we’d need to be very
careful with the cuts we made.

When repairs started on the downstairs floor, we temporarily removed a couple of floorboards and discovered that the
downstairs floor was raised above the subfloor by ½ inch, sitting on sleepers set above each floor joist - something common
in dance floors - but why here? And why only on the ground floor and not upstairs too? This is still a bit of a mystery, we
know that this type of floor is more comfortable to walk on, and reduces foot noises in rooms below, so why just the ground
floor? Hopefully, time will reveal the secret.

While the experts were making repairs, we took to disassembling the old, tired, and very 1980s tiled kitchen countertop.
This was standing on a couple of old kitchen cabinets we’d removed in preparation for the floor refinishing. We removed
the tile with a pry bar and then started unscrewing the backer board aiming to make disposal easier - then one of those
magical moments of good fortune occurred. As the backer board was removed, it revealed that the counter was made from
the same material as the flooring (1940s, not 1903) and it was pretty much pristine.

Refinishing Historic Hardwood floors:
magical moments, a dance floor mystery, and a pacific northwest squall

Volume 65 Summer 2022
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Repairs were finished in a day or so, but then we had a decision to make: what finish should be applied once the surface
is fully prepped? The original floors would have been treated with linseed oil and beeswax, which is still very much a viable
solution today, however, it does little to stop damage to the soft Douglas Fir surface. While synthetic resins (which provide
a more durable surface and don’t require regular oil and waxing) did start to appear in the early 1900s, we knew it hadn’t
been used in this house. Adding to this equation, we also have large dogs with big unforgiving feet. In the end, we decided
to go for a water-based sealer and surface finish from the brand, Bona. It's a modern product and creates a more durable
surface than oil and wax. For us in this house, it made sense, but we found there’s always debate over this type of product
in restoration work!

With floors finely sanded and prepped, we were ready to start applying the
first coat of sealer. This would be our last night in the house until the
finishes had been applied and dried. We'd decided to move into our garage,
which had been converted into a studio apartment, for the duration. That
November evening turned out to be one of the more powerful rainstorms
in the past few years. As the rain beat against the west side of the house, we
started to notice water seeping in from a small gap in the siding into our
bedroom. Within 20 minutes, a 10 foot section of naked hardwood floor
was wet. As the water continued dribbling in, we became very concerned
that the wet floorboards could start to buckle. After a couple of frantic

phone calls to friends, we came up with a plan. We set up fans inside the bedroom to push the water back toward the
exterior wall and sealed the room as much as possible to create a positive pressure bubble. This helped a lot. 24 hours later,
the sealer was being applied and we were living in our garage. By lunchtime the
following day, the sealer was dry. It was at this point we needed to address over
a thousand square nails in our dining room floor that now had fresh, shiny,
glinting heads thanks to being sanded. Guided by the experts, it was decided to
hand paint each nail head with a matte acrylic paint closely matching the floor
color. To save money, we took this on ourselves. We finished around 2 am that
day. For the following week or so, we couldn't access the house at all. The finish
was being applied, floors were drying, and the vapor produced was acrid at
best; but a few days after the final surface had been applied, we could walk
around the house. After a week, we started moving furniture back and it was
done.

The results are stunning. The floors glow a golden red. Most of the repairs are
unnoticeable, and those that do show, most often have a story to tell. After 6
months, the surface is holding up well and we’re on to other projects including
the repair of leaky siding. But, we enjoy our floors every day and hope future
generations will do the same.

Richard Win is an Astoria resident and homeowner currently enrolled in the Historic
Preservation and Restoration program at Clatsop Community College. He and his wife
share a keen interest in local history and are restoring their old Jerome Ave home. Richard
joined the LCPS Board of Directors in at the beginning of 2022.
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Anaglypta, the Embossed Wallpaper for the Old House
By Lauri Serafin of the Forsstrom House in Astoria

I first saw Anaglypta in the 1980s at the Fraser Homestead Museum in Milton Freewater,
Oregon. I found it attractive and thought this thick embossed wallpaper could cover a
multitude of wall problems! The English have cornered the market in embossed papers with
Lincrusta and Anaglypta. They are historic, readily available, and used extensively in old
houses.
Anaglypta is an embossed wall covering made of paper and cotton pulp and produced in
England since 1887. Anaglypta was designed to be a similar effect to the more expensive and
heavy Lincrusta made of linseed oil. It was marketed to the middle class to have fancy interior
décor also. I have hung at least eight rooms of Anaglypta wall coverings. There’s a knack to
it, but it is relatively easy to hang. It comes in a range of different weights and patterns.
There are different grades of Anaglytpa. I recommend the
heavier “Supaglypta” for high traffic areas. I have used the
vinyl Anaglypta in bathrooms.
Anaglypta is tough, washable and durable when properly
hung and finished. It adds architectural detail to any

interior. It covers wall and ceiling imperfections. I often use Anaglypta on dry wall in the old
house. I value my old plaster walls and often cover dry wall with Anaglypta to hide it.
Where can one use Anaglypta in the historic house? The historic home typically has the
classic tripartite wall; dado, fill, and frieze. Anaglypta comes in specially designed panels for
the lower portion of the wall or staircase known as a dado. It is traditional to put embossed
paper on the dado, if not a wood wainscot or paneling. It’s always a smart choice. Dados are
lovely in a dark color and lighter color highlights. If you have a lower wood dado, use

Anaglypta in the fill area between the dado and
the frieze. A staircase dado is often done in
embossed paper due to its durability. You can
use Anaglypta anywhere you desire a glorious
pattern. In the Victorian house, this is everywhere!
Anaglypta is frequently used on ceilings on old houses. A friend did her 1908
ceiling at my suggestion. It is a beautiful flowing historic floral pattern. She
painted it an aged white in an eggshell gloss. It has just enough sheen to reflect
light and highlight pattern. It is gorgeous! Patterns with square repeating motifs
mimic tin ceilings. It does take many helpers to hang Anaglypta on ceilings, but
can be followed by a beer and pizza party!
Embossed wallpapers can be painted in one color or highly decorated paint
schemes. Typically, the paper is painted with a base coat and then the raised areas
are highlighted with paint or glaze. You are only limited by your imagination and
skill. Browse Pinterest and Instagram for ideas. This simple wallpaper is rich with
possibilities.
In general, Victorian walls call for darker and dramatic effects. Colonial Revival

calls for lighter colors and smaller patterns. Anaglytpa in the Craftsman home needs to be of appropriate pattern and painted
in one period color to avoid looking Victorian in style. I use Anaglypta in the 1894 first floor of my home and avoid it in my
Craftsman styled rooms. I favor darker paint as a base with highlighting in lighter colors. This is due to the fact that the darker
color recedes and the lighter color comes forward, enhancing with relief. I am always available for an opinion at
ForsstromHouse@gmail.com! Happy wallpapering!
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Lcps Board of directors
Karen Parrott, President

Kyle Walker, Vice President
Kelly Shumar, Secretary
Wade Freitag, Treasurer

Glen Herman
Brian Pietrowski
Astronemis Ray
Lucien Swerdloff
Richard Winn

Mike & Laura Brosius
Melodie Chenevert

Steff Eiter
Blair Henningsgaard

Glen Herman
Kim Isaacson

Charlene & Ronald Larsen
Sheila Nolan

Karen Parrott & Randy Ralls
Kelly Shumar

Kim & Dan Supple
Lucien Swerdloff
Doug Thompson

Kyle & Brian Walker
Eric Wheeler
Lauren Wilson
Richard Winn

supporting members
Becky Johnson

Astoria Vintage Hardware

Jaime and Vance Lump
Astoria Wood Windows

Jeff Newenhof
City Lumber Company

Thank you!
business members

Know a nonprofit that needs money for a preservation project? Check out the LCPS grant program!
Projects in any of the following categories will be considered:
• Documentation of historic architecture and sites
• Preservation, restoration, or rehabilitation of historic resources
• Education of community members
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